Currently, our program offers a total of 71 college credits

ONE CREDIT PER INDEPENDENT STUDY (IS) COURSE

FEM 102 = (IS-301) Radiological Emergency Response
FEM 104 = (IS-8.a) Building for the Earthquakes of Tomorrow
FEM 105 = (IS-279) Retrofitting Flood-Prone Structure
FEM 107 = (IS 346) Orientation to Hazardous Materials for Medical Personnel
FEM 108 = (IS-7) A Citizen’s Guide to Disaster Assistance
FEM 109 = (IS-10.a) Animals in Disaster, Module A
FEM 110 = (IS-11.a) Animals on Disaster, Module B
FEM 113 = (IS-1.a) Emergency Manager
FEM 115 = (IS-3) Radiological Emergency Management
FEM 116 = (IS 5.a) Hazardous Materials
FEM 119 = (IS-288) The Role of Volunteer Agencies in Emergency Management
FEM 122 = (IS-324.a) Community Hurricane Preparedness
FEM 127 = (IS-271.a) Anticipating Hazardous Weather & Community Risk
FEM 128 = (IS-208.a) State Disaster Management
FEM 130 = (IS-386) Introduction to Residential Coastal Construction
FEM 131 = (IS-230.c) Fundamentals of Emergency Management
FEM 132 = (IS 240.a) Leadership and Influence
FEM 133 = (IS-241.a) Decision Making & Problem Solving
FEM 134 = (IS-242.a) Effective Communication
FEM 135 = (IS-244.b) Developing & Managing Volunteers
FEM 136 = (IS-632.a) Debris Operations
FEM 138 = (IS-111.a) Livestock in Disaster
FEM 140 = (IS-235.b) Emergency Planning
FEM 141 = (IS-139) Exercise Design
FEM 143 = (IS-650.a) Building Partnerships with Tribal Government
FEM 144 = (IS-253.a) Coordinating Environment & Historic Preservation Compliance
FEM 145 = (IS-340) Hazardous Material Prevention
FEM 146 = (IS-331) Introduction to Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) Exercise Evaluation
FEM 155 = (IS-302) Modular Emergency Response Radiological Transport Training
FEM 156 = (IS 362.a) Multi-Hazard Emergency Planning for Schools
FEM 157 = (IS- 393.a) Introduction to Hazard Mitigation
FEM 158 = (IS-394.a) Protecting your home or Small Business from Disaster
FEM 161 = (IS-775) Emergency Operations Center
FEM 182 = (IS-318) Local and Tribal Mitigation Planning
FEM 185 = (IS-613) Emergency Management Technical Writing and Graphic Communications
FEM 187 = (IS-328) Local Mitigation Plan Review
FEM 192 = (IS-103) Geospatial Information Systems Specialist
FEM 193 = (IS-523) Resilient Accord - Exercising Continuity Plans for Cyber Incidents
FEM 194 = (IS-916) Critical Infrastructure Security: Theft and Diversion - What You Can Do
FEM 195 = (IS-915) Protecting Critical Infrastructure Against Insider Threats
FEM 197 = (IS-315) CERT Supplemental Training: The Incident Command System
FEM 198 = (IS-276) Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) Fundamentals
Structures

FEM 201 = (IS-2900) National Disaster Recovery Framework (NDRF) Overview

FEM 202 = (IS-794) External Affairs Program Liaison

FEM 205 = (IS-822) Fundamentals of Management and Support Coordination of Federal Disaster Operations

ONE CREDIT FOR A “COMBINATION” OF IS COURSES

FEM 103 = (IS-120.a and IS-130) Community Disaster Exercise

FEM 150 = (IS-100.b and 200.b) Incident Command System

FEM 151 = (IS-700.a, IS-702.a, and IS-703.a) National Incident Management System (NIMS)

FEM 159 = (IS-250.a, IS-800.b, IS-801 thru IS-804, IS-806 thru IS-813, IS 1900) National Response Framework

FEM 170 = (IS-30.a and IS-31.a) Mitigation Grants Management

FEM 171 = (IS-701.a, IS 704, and IS-706) NIMS Communications

FEM 173 = (IS-546.a, IS-547.a and IS- 548) Continuity Response Operations

FEM 174 = (IS-26, IS-102.b, IS-293 and IS-634) Disaster Response Operations

FEM 175 = (IS-22 and IS-55.a) Citizen Preparedness

FEM 176 = (IS-520 and IS-522) Continuity of Operations Planning for Pandemics Exercise


FEM 179 = (IS-212, IS-395 and IS-559) Emergency Management Recovery

FEM 180 = (IS-366 and IS-901) Planning for Vulnerable Populations


FEM 183 = (IS-552, IS-554, IS-556 and IS-558) Public Works Role in Emergency Management

FEM 184 = (IS-27, IS-245.a and IS-246) Logistics and the Defense Priorities and Allocations System

FEM 186 = (IS-319, IS-320, IS-321, IS-322 and IS-323) Hazard Mitigation and Disaster Workforce Basics
FEM 188 = (IS-821, IS-860.a, IS-913 and IS-921) Critical Infrastructure Protection

FEM 189 = (IS-906, IS-907, IS-910.a, IS-912 and IS-914) Workforce Preparedness

FEM 190 = (IS-35, IS-37, IS-450, IS-920 and IS-923) Federal Preparedness & Management


FEM 203 = (IS-871.a and IS-872.a) Dams Sector Security Awareness

FEM 204 = (IS-420 and IS-421) Emergency Food and Shelter National Board Program